
Roads and temples: Stane Street at
Ewell

David Bird

In a recent article, Clive Orton notcs that the
Roman road Slane Street is a problem in Ewell;
we know its course as it nears the settlement from
London, and after it has left in the direction of
Dorking, but we cannot join the two,l Attempts to
find the line on its most logical course, that is one
simply joining the two points, have failed. In fact
the position of known or likely buildings suggests
a probable course for the road but that would
make it go through a double bend, which would
nol be required by the local topography. Orton
suggesls that an explanation might be provided by
the possible religious importance of the King
William IV site: "This use orthe site helps to
explain the peculiar deviation ofStane Street.
Faced with local opposition to the desecration of a
sacred site, it was decided expedient to take the
road round it rather than through it. The local
nature of the deviation, in contrast to a more
widespread but gradual realignment of the road,
suggests that the strength of the opposition may
initially have been understated or ignored. "2

A parallel with the well-known example of the
temples at the east gate ofSilchester is suggested
and it is worth quoting in full what G C Boon had
to say on this subject: " ... so the alignment of the
forum can colourably be said to answer that of the
Roman road approaching Calleva from the east. If
continued straight across the site, without need for
an adjustment just north of the present parish
church, as recent aerial photographs now show,
this road would meet prolongations of the west
and south-west highways in a simple Y-fork near
the south-east comer of the future Insula XliI.
Such a correspondence can hardly be accidental,
but must on the contrary have been planned. That
the plan was not executed is p.erhaps to be
attributed to the existence of the sacred enclosure
and temples (Insula XXX) which such a road must. .
unavoidably have cut in two. Be this as it may, it
seems likely that the forum-basilica was aligned in
accordance with a proposal to extend the Roman
road directly across the site; and that a grand
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boulevard fully 12m wide was planned on the line
of that road, so that it would sweep up to the main
entrance of the forum like the via praeloria of a
legionary fortress to the main entrance of the
principia.... But, as the temenos of Insula XXX
remained inviolate, the boulevard never took
shape as planned, and the Roman road was
connected to the street-plan ofFlavian times by a
dog-leg bend. The street opposite the lorum
became one of the least important in the entire
town, leading nowhere. "1

This theory that the road was forced to deviate
still seems to be generally accepted. A brief
examination of some other sites in Roman Britain
and other provinces provides further backing for
the idea that roads may be affected by the
presence of religious sites, but it also suggests that
a different explanation may be offered for the
phenomenon.

As its name indicates (Old English aewiell:= river
spring), Ewell has an important spring; the source
of the Hogsmill in fact. 4 1t is reasonable to assume
that there will have been offerings in prehistory
and in the Roman period at the spring, and this
seems to have been confinned by finds made
recently when the lake at Bourne Hall was
drained.s In tum, this may have given rise to the
development of a Roman-period religious centre,
and Clive Orton's suggestion ofa religious
significance for the King William IV site points to
one possible temple location. It may be, therefore,
that we should be starring to think about Ewell as
potentially more like the complex at Springhead
in Kent (Vagniacis) than just another roadside
settlement.6

It is thus of interest to consider the behaviour of
the main road at Springhead. There, Watling
Street, a road every bit as important as Stane
Street, goes through a marked double bend as it
passes through the site. Once again, there doesn't
seem to be any particular need for it to do this.
Several of the 'religious' small towns discussed
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Fig. 1: All plans are to the same scale with north to the top of the page. F indicates forum; the amphltheatres
are marked at Avenches and Silch••ter; the line of the defences at these sites and Cal.tor are shown; Roman
roads are martted by thkker lines; temples (and the King William IV site In Ewell) are shown by triangles; In
Springhead and Ewell locations of possible buildings are shown by circles; at the same sites watercourses
are shown.
1" Caistor-by·Norwich, after Burnham & Wacher op citfn 6, fig 112, 248; 2 =Springhead, after Bumham &
Wacher, op cit In 6, fig 59, 1~-5 (only two of the possible temples are marked); 3 =Avenches, after R Bedon,
R Chevalller & R Pinon, Architecture et urban/sma en Gaul. Romaine. Vol 2 (1988) 75; ". Titsey, after Blagg,
op cit In 12, fig 3, 21; 5 = SUehestsr, after Blagg, op cit In 12, fig 1, 18; 6" Ewell, after C Abdy & G 8lel1on, 'A
gazetteer of Romano-British archaeological sites In Ewell', Surrey ArchlJeol Collect 84 (1997) 123-141 [map 1,
129].
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by Burnham and Wacher also exhibit odd road
patterns, or are at least at a'major road junction.
At Nettleton, they suggest that the road
'bifurcates' around the site -- yet this is the Fosse
Way! The road pattern at Harlow is complex, and
at Wyeomb the main road seems to split around
the site.' It is interesting in this context to note the
plan at Heybridge, where one main road seems to
head straight tor the sacred site until it joins
another which splits to go round both sides.sln
this case it is possible that parts of the layout have
their origins in the Late Iron Age.

The situation at the east gate at Silchester deserves
closer attention. Michael Fulford has recently
argued that the new Flavian period basilica and
forum complex was turned to face east, towards
London.q In such a case it is very difficult to
believe that the town planners did not notice that
one of their most important roads was going to
run into a problem with the sacred site to the east.
No-one in the Roman world would have been
unaware of the potential importance of a sacred
site. Pliny the Younger even wrote to the emperor
seeking guidance in such a case when he was on a
special imperial commission in Bithynia and
Pomus. lo It seems much more likely that if the
planners had wished, they would have altered the
layout to avoid the saered complex altogether.

While accepting that the temple complex
influenced the behaviour of the road, others
suggest a rather different interpretation, assuming
that the layout was planned. Thus David Wilson
has written that "in the absence ofany major
temple attached to the/arum itself it becomes
plausible to suggest a long·established connexion
between the/orum and these temples, causing the
line of the street to become hallowed by use as a
processional way" .11 Tom Blagg suggests that
" ... it may be suspected that there was a pre
Roman sanctuary here which in part detennined
the laying out of the city. The temples would also
have caught the eye, since they were plastered and
painted red externally, and the precinct was
connected to the centre of the city by a street
leading directly to the entrance to the forum" .12

And John Wacher says simply that "[the sacred
site] appears to have been unihi:d with the forum
by a street running from the latter's entrance. "13

It would not be unreasol}able to take this
interpretation to its logical conelusion, and suggest
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that the aim was to focus the road, from both
directions, on the sacred site, deliberately seeking
to emphasise its importance.

There are similar anomalies in the plans of other
major towns: for example at Wroxeter, where in
facl Wacher points to a parallel with Silchester.
Again a major road is affected: a temple enclosure
apparently alters the course of Watling Street. It is
worth considering that wherever one finds an
oddity in the layout of a town it may indicate the
presence of a sacred site: the north-east part of
Winchester, for instance. In the same corner of
Caistor-by-Norwich the layout is particularly
strange; a diagonal road strikes across the
regularly planned insulae until it meets the corner
of one which contains temples; it is as though a
situation similar to that at Silchester has been
deliberately created. 14

We are used to the idea affonnal planning for
Roman towns and cities: in the western Empire
blocks of square insulae with a regular forum and
basilica complex at their centre are the nonn.
"Climate and setting apart, nobody could possibly
have mistaken Roman Trier or Silchester for
Lepcis Magna or Thamugadi [Timgad]; and yet all
four were near contemporary expressions of the
same basic planning tradition. It was precisely in
this combination of traditionalism and flexibility
that lhe strength of the Roman system lay.....
Roman building, with its axiality and artificial
vistas and its awareness of the dramatic
possibilities afsheer bulk, and above all of the
architectural dimension ofheigh1... ".15 This
approach often seems to involve or even demand
sacred sites and parallels to the situation at
Silchester can be found elsewhere in the Roman
world. It can be seen at its most splendid at Jerash,
where architectural planning on a grand scale was
used to disguise a realignment of the main road
near the south gate but also to make it seem as
though the road was heading straight for the
temple ofZeus. 11; Nearer to home there is a close
parallel to Silchester in the plan ofAvenches
(Aventicum, in Switzerland). Here the main road
to the west gate from the forum complex was
made wider, obviously a [onnal approach (like
Boon's 'grand boulevard'), but after a few blocks
it bends to go round a hill (into which the
amphitheatre is set) before reaching the gate. Just
beyond the bend, placed so that the road is centred
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on it. is a temple. and a Gallo-Roman temple at
thalon

It is generally assumed that temples were a natural
outcome ora panicularly sacred site, but it is easy
to argue that many Romano-Celtic temples were
sited for effect. It has been suggested that some of
the Somerset temples sited on hilltops were
intervisible.'1In any case they were prominently
placed; in a similar fashion the Maiden Castle
temple will have been visible from Dorchester,
like examples visible from Trier and Augst, and
the so-called Temple ofJanus from Autun. 19 Jt is
perhaps worth stressing that these temples had
towers which would have been prominent in the
landscape.

Roadjunctions seem to attract temples. The
'triangular temple' at Verulamium is sited at an
important road intersection; the site apparently
post-dates an earlier road layout, as though the
situation became one that demanded a temple.lO

This often seems to be the case; examples include
Silchester again (Insula XXXVI), Ashford
(Westhawk Fann) in Kent and the suggested
recent discovery at the Poultry site in London.11

There are similar temples at town gates where the

road comes in at an angle: for example the west
gate at Colchester and the suggested temple at

ewgate, in London.12 Here, and at sites in the
countryside such as Titsey, it may be that the
effect was as if the road was heading straight at
the temple, or some element ofthe sacred site,
such as a column or special tree.1J A similar
suggestion might be made for the site at
Greenwich, ifit was a temple.14

IL seems reasonable to conclude that sometimes
roads are deliberately laid out to poinl directly at
and then bend round sacred sites, while in others
temples are sited to take advantage ofa situation
already in being. The idea seems to be to give
prominence to these sites, in particular to bring
them to the attention of the traveller or town
dweller. In some cases there is no doubt a
connection with seeking or offering thanks for
protection on ajoumey; temples at gates would
seem particularly appropriate. In other cases the
importance oflhe site is emphasised. In any event,
it may be suggested that where it appears that
sacred sites have brought about an unnecessary
alteration in a road line, it is much more likely that
the deviation is deliberately planned than that it is
an unwanted imposition.
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Excavations and post-excavation work
London Archaeological Archive and Research
Centre, Mortimer Wheeler House, 46 Eagle
Wharf Road. London N1 7EE. Contact Archive
Manager, John Shepherd (0207566 9317).

Croydon & District, processing and cataloguing
of excavated and museum collections every
Tuesday throughout the year. Archaeological
reference collection of fabric types, domestic
animal bones, clay tobacco pipes and glass ware
also available for comparative work. Enquiries to
Jim Davison, 28 Blenheim Park Road, South
Croydon, CR2 6BB.

Borough of Greenwich. Cataloguing of
excavated and other archaeological material, the
majority from sites in the borough. Contact
Greenwich Borough Museum, 232 Ptumstead
High Street, SE18 1JT (020 8855 3240).

Hammersmith & Fulham, by Fulham
Archaeological Rescue Group. Processing of
material from the Borough. Tuesdays, 8.00 p.m.
to 10 p.m. at Fulham Palace, Bishop's Avenue,
Fulham Palace Road, SW6. Contact Keith
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Whitehouse, 85 Rannoch Road, W6 9SX (020
73853723).
Kingston, by Kingston upon Thames
Archaeological Society (KUTAS). Processing and
cataloguing of excavated and museum collections
every Thursday (10 a.m.) at the North Kingston
Centre, Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames
KT2 5PE. Enquiries 020 8546 5386.

Surrey, by Surrey County Archaeological Unit.
Enquiries to Rob Poulton, Arc.;f0ological Unit
Manager, Surrey History Centre, 130 Goldsworth
Road, Woking, GU211ND (01483 594 634).
Individual membership of the Council for British
Archaeology includes 6 issues a year of British
Archaeology, as well as the supplement CBA
Briefing, which gNeS details ofconferences,
extra-mural courses, summer schools, training
excavations and sites where volunteers are
needed. The individual membership rate of £27
p.a. includes postage; payment should be sent to
C.B.A., Bowes Morrell House, 111 Walmgate,
York, YOI 9WA (01904 671417).
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